
WRITING A GOOD BOOK SYNOPSIS

Learn how to craft a strong novel synopsis, while avoiding the most common mistakes, including the dreaded "synopsis
speak.".

Simple as that. It gives agents a good and reliable preview of your writing skills. Make sure you have both the
title of your book and your name up at the top of your document. If you have been published provide a
summarised list of publications here. You may not need an agent for certain, more niche types of non-fiction
book. Use these elements to advance your plot and story. More about Harry , more about his books. Bella sits
next to Edward in biology class on her first day of school. The first would form an initial pitch and the second
the follow-up proposal if the editor or literary agent asks to see more. Try to boil every chapter down to just
one or two sentences. Happy writing â€” and have fun. Remember I gave you only words for the actual plot
machinery? Our fees can be found here , and submission guidelines here. Embellish the beginning. I have seen
perfectly polished synopses followed by poor writing. When she eventually finds him he seems to be of little
help, yet it is his ramblings along with another clue that leads to her close friend and colleague, Bryan, who
has been wanted by the FBI for twenty years for terrorist activities in the US. Dunai discovers Siobhan was
blackmailing five people who stood in the way of her pilot project, and was involved with a subversive group
of radical feminists called Cerchio Del Gaia whose insignia is a double cross. Simon Trewin In her excellent
book about selling commercial fiction, From Pitch to Publication, agent Carole Blake says that the synopsis
should answer the following key questions: Whose story is it? I want something that excites me, something
that will draw a similarly instant reaction from any publisher I mention it to. Is your plot cliche or predictable?
Standard Synopsis Formatting â€” Written in third person, present tense, regardless of what POV or tense the
book is written in. Some of these dramatic forms are familiar and others not.


